**Episode 6 – The TPM Convention**

**Recap:** After the first day of College, TPM Ministers visit Daisy’s house. The conversation went different routes and we could see the life of a typical TPM Family. We also saw how the Pastor discourages fellowship with other Christians. Such a thought is primarily because of the teaching that TPM is superior to other churches.

**Scene**

Over the course of two weeks, Daisy is made friendship with Molly. They are lunch mates too. They often discuss church during their lunchtimes. Molly gets to know that Daisy attends a church in which the ministers are unmarried like that of the Catholics, but they do not have a separate male and female quarters like that of the Catholics.

**Molly:** Daisy, do you think that it is right for unmarried men and women to live in the same house? Don’t you think it will give rise to temptations?

**Daisy:** In the normal, such lifestyle is wrong. However, as our ministers are consecrated servants of God, they will overcome any such temptations. Moreover, they have to be unmarried because of the calling of Zion for them.

**Molly:** What is this Zion calling, Daisy?

**Daisy:** This is the highest calling anybody can get. Such people will have to hate their family and join the Church. They will have to live unmarried and will have to go to places where our leaders tell them to go. If they lose their virginity, they will go straight to hell. They will always have to wear white clothes and live in Faith Homes.

**Molly (Thinking to herself):** What is this girl saying?

**Daisy (Pulling out the TPM Convention notice from her bag):** We have a convention next month and I would like you to attend it. You can hear spirit-filled messages from our consecrated servants of God. There is also a Divine Healing Service where you can see people healed.

**Molly (accepting the notice):** Hmm. Let me see.

**Scene**

As per the invite, Daisy is taking Molly to the TPM Convention Ground. Its early evening and the meeting is not yet started. Daisy is dressed in white shalwar Kameez. Molly is seeing a sea of white uniform dressed beings all around. She feels quite out of place with her coloured clothes. Molly can see lots of stalls/installations around the place. Boards are put up to identify those installations.
The TPM official stalls are put up in prominent places closer to the Convention Hall and the other book stalls (non-TPM) are asked to put up on the other side of the car park, where people will think twice to go because of the distance.

Daisy is introducing Molly to her friends and TPM worker sisters. They are standing before one such installation which has a board displaying “Pastors’ Kitchen” and they are chatting with a sister who is working in that Unit.

You can see these sisters taking snacks and beverages to the dining hall from the kitchen portion. She also could get the smell of fish fry around. Suddenly she can see 5 large sized men coming towards the Pastor’s Dining hall. All of them wearing white. But wait… One of that is the local politician and rest are TPM Ministers. Seems the TPM Ministers are escorting this VIP to the dining hall.

**Daisy (to the sister) wanting to show Molly favour:** Victoria Akka, Can we have a cup of tea?

**Victoria:** I wish I could, but we are ordered not to give anything to any believer except the important believers. Let us go to the general kitchen and I will get you and your friend tea.

**Daisy (embarrassed):** No issue Akka, We will go there and have it.

Scene

Daisy and Molly walk towards the general kitchen. The smile in Daisy’s face has vanished. Molly is wondering, what is happening? She is unable to understand why the sister refused a cup of tea to them. You can see a thick invisible wall of embarrassment around Daisy. She is praying to escape from the situation. On the way, Molly could overhear some sisters whispering to Daisy how could she get someone in coloured clothes to God’s presence. The repulsion towards Molly is seen very clearly in their faces. Molly is amused by this kind of undercurrent which is not at all a Christian experience.

Daisy took Molly through the other areas which showed categories of staying quarters based on grading. From the more pompous Chief Pastor’s Bungalow to the Pastors Quarters, Elder’s accommodation and Brother’s area. Even the sister’s accommodations had these grades within.

They reach the general kitchen and see that Daisy’s dad is busy stirring the sambar among other men in the kitchen. On the right, they could see Daisy’s mom busy chopping cabbage along with 4 other ladies for the believers’ dinner. A small boy was distributing tea to everyone around that place and fortunately, Daisy and Molly could get some tea. Daisy introduced Molly to her parents and other friends around. Molly also understood that the category called “Believers” are the lowest group in the complete food chain.

As they were chatting around, they could hear an announcement in the PA system. The evening meeting is about to start and soon they can hear the song by the melody queens of TPM. Gradually
Daisy and Molly make a move towards the main hall. They reach the place and Daisy seats Molly in the chair. She then walks ahead and sits on the ground along with the other people dressed in white.

**Scene**

Few Hymns were sung after the prayers and those hymns were praising a group of people numbering 144,000. These hymns were not familiar to Molly. She understood that there are some problems with these songs.

After the songs, a sister of TPM came to give her testimony. The sister’s name was Jayanti from Bangalore.

**Testimony Summary**

The testimony was about how she was born and brought up in another denomination and she got a dream to come to TPM as TPM is the only true church of God. She could recognize that it was TPM because of the white dress worn by the people in TPM. God said in the vision that she will not be raptured if she wore coloured clothes. Earlier she would use Facebook and Whatsapp and God warned her to not use it as it is the tool of the devil to take Christians to hell.

She somehow sneaked into TPM meetings without the knowledge of her parents and knew that the NON-TPM church people will not go to heaven. That is because they were not prepared by the consecrated servants of God who have hated their families and have cut off all relations with them. After a few months of association with TPM, she too developed a hatred towards her parents and siblings and loved the faith home life. She discarded her studies and considered the sacrifice of her studies will bring her more reward when she reaches Zion and stands with the 144,000.

She concluded the testimony saying that she is happy serving the saints and exhorted young sisters in the audience to follow her example of serving in the Faith Home. Indeed she feels that she is the joy of the whole earth, unlike many believers who just lead a normal family life. In order to reach Zion which is promised to all Worker sisters, they will have to lead a Holy Life (Molly later understood that Holy Life in TPM is actually a synonym for being a virgin in the body).

**Scene**

By the end of the testimony, Molly was getting restless and also worried about her friend Daisy. After the testimony, everybody was asked to stand up for the English song. Following that, an announcement was made to bring the sick closer to the pulpit as there will be a Divine Healing Service after the Sermon. Molly could notice a few sick people moving forward. Some are blind and need help. Some are being rolled in the wheelchairs etc.
The Sermon

The Sermon started and it seemed to be a continuation of the testimony. It was about Zion and how Abraham would be excluded from Zion and they would inherit Zion. It mentioned how the believers of TPM would be just below their Ministers whereas other Christians would be down under in a different place called New Earth.

The sermon sounded like this one. There was no Christ in the Sermon. It's all about themselves

The Divine Healing Scene

At the End of the Sermon, the TPM Ministers were asked by the Main Pastor to get down to the floor and lay hands on the sick and heal them. This was almost a 15 mins exercise with lots of noise. Molly went forward to see the miracles. But after the 15 mins of multiple prayers, those sick people came back in the same way as they went. Molly was thoroughly confused.

The Return Scene

Both Molly and Daisy are on their way back. Molly is quite silent, but her demeanour showed that she is worried about Daisy and whatever she had seen.
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